Multipurpose Cooling Garment for Improved Space Suit Environmental Control
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Firm: Creare, LLC

Award Solicitation:
NASA SBIR 2014 Phase I Solicitation

Award ID: SBIR_14_P1_144264

Award Topic: Space Suit Pressure Garment and Airlock Technologies

Award Dollars: 124,906.00

Award Lead Center: Johnson Space Center

Proposal Number: H4.01-9736

Proposal Title: Multipurpose Cooling Garment for Improved Space Suit Environmental Control

Mission Directorate: Human Exploration and Operations

EHB Solicitation ID: SBIR_14_P1

Selection: NASA 2014 SBIR Program Phase I Selections

Award Status: Robert

Firm PI First Name: Michael

Firm PI Last Name: Izenson

Firm PI Phone: 6036433800

Firm PI Email:

Firm Official First Name: Robert

Firm Official Last Name: Kline-Schoder

Firm Official Phone: 6036433800

Firm Official Email: contracts mgr @ creare.com

Firm Zip: 03755

Firm Zip4: 3116

RI: New Hampshire